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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The Project is the design of a citrus orchard. In order to install an orchard, a conceptual 
design and layout are required; the design incorporates what tree: type, variety, root 
stock, and nutrient needs. The amount of land to be developed is approximately 140 
acres located in Southern California’s Imperial Valley. In this layout plan, a thorough 
cost analysis has been done in order to decide if this a viable project to pursue. The cost 
analysis includes: the initial materials (trees, land, labor), land development (water 
reservoir, tillage, soil amendments), and potential payback period. Knowing the initial 
cost, projected values for crops, investment payback period, tree spacing, various tree 
types (root stocks, variety, species, etc) and their performance allows for a profitable 
and efficient orchard design.    
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Citrus production has been established in California for hundreds of years. The first 
production citrus orchard in California was planted by a frontiersman named William 
Wolfskill. He is considered the “granddaddy” of the citrus business in California because 
his first orchard was planted in the 1840s in what is now downtown Los Angeles. When 
the gold rush of 1849 came there was an enormous demand from the gold country 
because it was determined that fresh citrus helped combat scurvy; which is a disease 
caused by having a vitamin C deficiency. However, citrus production did not bloom into 
a viable market until the introduction of the Navel orange in the 1870’s. This drove the 
citrus growth in California and also helped fuel the economic and social development of 
California itself.  
 
Nowadays, there is a society that demands to have citrus on a yearly basis rather than just 
when the fruit comes into season. This has caused several companies to try and expand to 
countries with weather that permits an “off season” fruit. With this “off season” crop it 
makes it more and more difficult to turn a profit in California citrus. In order to reduce 
costs most citrus growers have taken out less productive trees and are slowly replacing 
them. This is due to the fact that most citrus groves were planted in an era where land, 
labor, and water were found in copious amounts. In current times, these three factors are 
more difficult to manage and need to be utilized in a much more efficient way. 
 
Consulting with a manager of nine different citrus groves, there was a chance to view 
several different orchard configurations located in the Imperial Valley. By viewing these 
current orchards and observing common practices, an evaluation was done to help 
provide a more efficient and effective way to develop an orchard. For example: spraying 
method, irrigation technique, harvesting needs, tree spacing for optimum production, soil 
amendments, fertilizers, and common insecticides used.  Therefore, this project is able to 
incorporate practices that work, exclude those that are not cost effective, and replace 
them with a more sustainable and efficient method.   
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
CITRUS TYPES 
 
When planning a citrus orchard it is important to know and understand what type of fruit 
will thrive in the surrounding area. Before even looking at citrus varieties there needs to 
be a clarification of what distinguishes one fruit from another. The following is a list of 
Citrus currently in production in the Imperial Valley with a brief description. (Spiegel 
and Goldschmidt, 2008) 
 
• Clementines: the Clementine is a seedless mandarin.  
• Mandarins: type of small orange with loose skin. The mandarin got its name 
because it was exploited by high-ranking government officials in China 
(mandarins).  
• Minneola’s: are a crossing between a tangerine and a grapefruit and can be 
recognized by  "the little nose". Is a type of Tangelo, a Minneola is a specifically 
marketed tangelo.  
• Oranges: There are different types of oranges: navel oranges, Valencia oranges 
and blood oranges are the most popular choices.  
• Tangelos: a tangelo is a crossing between a tangerine, a grapefruit and an orange.  
• Tangerines: a tangerine is an orange-red mandarin with a particular citrus taste.  
• Lemons: are a yellow oval fruit with juicy acidic flesh, very tart and littered with 
seeds.  
 
CITRUS VARIETIES 
 
In the citrus world there are well over 200 different varieties of fruit. A condensed 
compilation of citrus varieties follows this paragraph. The varieties that did get listed are 
currently in production in Southern California. The list names the variety and gives a 
brief description of the product and its performance. (Saunt, 2000) 
 
Sweet Oranges. 
• Washington Navel Orange - California's famous winter-ripening variety. Sweet, 
seedless fruit ripens in ten months.  
• Trovita Orange- Spring ripening. Good in many locations from coastal areas to 
desert. Few seeds, thin skinned fruit, heavy producer and excellent flavor.  
• Cara Cara (Pink) Navel Orange - Early-ripening Navel Orange with medium 
red colored flesh. Fruit has rich sweet flavor. Venezuelan introduction.  
• Lane Late Navel Orange - Spring/summer ripening seedless Navel Orange with 
fine, rich flavor. A Washington Navel hybrid developed in Australia. A new 
choice for oranges to peel and eat or juice in the summer.  
• Robertson Navel Orange - Bestselling winter-ripening variety. Early and heavy 
bearing. Cultivar of Washington Navel.  
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• Valencia Orange - Summer-ripening juice or eating orange. Fifteen months to 
ripen. Grow your own orange juice. 
 
Mandarin 
• Gold Nugget Mandarin- Fruit is seedless, richly flavored and easy to peel. 
Remarkably frost tolerant trees begin bearing in March. Unlike many other 
mandarins, fruit holds well on the tree through summer.  
• Tango Mandarin- University of California's introduction. This Clementine type 
is basically W. Murcott without seeds! Deep orange colored fruit are smooth 
skinned with sweet flavor. Matures in January and holds well on the tree through 
April.  
• Dancy Tangerine - Often found on fruit stands at Christmas time. Heavily laden 
trees are popular for Chinese New Year.  
• Murcott Mandarin - Spring ripening with orange colored flesh. Tender, juicy, 
mild and sweet. Also called Florida Honey. May need thinning for larger fruit.  
• California Honey Mandarin - An early spring ripening mandarin, similar to the 
Murcott with its rich, sweet flavor. May need thinning for larger fruit.  
• W. Murcott Mandarin - Also known as Afourer, this spring ripening Moroccan 
mandarin peels easily and has great energetic flavor.  
• Kara Mandarin - A cross between King and Satsuma varieties, this spring 
ripening mandarin is best suited to inland regions. More frost sensitive than its 
Satsuma parent.  
 
Lemon 
• Improved Meyer Lemon- The gourmet lemon. "Improved" refers to the 
California state tested, virus-free clone, a collaborative discovery of Joe 
Grimshaw and Four Winds founder Floyd Dillon in the early 1950's. Very juicy; 
not as tart as Eureka. Prolific bearer nearly year-round; heaviest in winter. Mature 
fruit takes on a golden hue.  
• Eureka Lemon - Produces large crops of lemons annually. Bears all year. 
Standard market variety. Easy to espalier, fewer thorns than other traditional 
lemons.  
• Lisbon Lemon - Fruit quite similar to Eureka. Thornier, dense foliage. Ample 
year-round crop. Good inland. More resistant to cold than Eureka. 
• Variegated Pink Lemon- Distinctive green and yellow variegated foliage. 
Lemons have pink flesh, clear juice and acidic lemon flavor. Fuchsia colored new 
growth and flower buds. Excellent landscape tree prized more for interesting 
variegated foliage than for fruit quality and quantity.  
 
Grapefruit 
• Rio Red Grapefruit - Popular red-fleshed sport recently introduced from Texas. 
Needs summer heat to sweeten fruit.  
• Star Ruby Grapefruit - Tart red fleshed grapefruit is widely grown in Texas and 
Arizona. We prefer Rio Red because its foliage doesn't get yellow mottling, but 
some people request Star Ruby because of the name recognition.  
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• Cocktail Grapefruit - Extremely sweet and juicy, this cross between Frua 
mandarin and pummelo produces delicious, succulent low acid fruit from 
November to February.  
• Melogold Grapefruit - Delicious yellow grapefruit/pummelo cross. Does well in 
hot interior climates. Fruit holds on the tree better than Oroblanco, and has a 
thinner rind.  
(Saunt, 2000) 
 
ROOTSTOCKS 
 
One of the most important parts of the tree is its footing. The footing is the source of life 
for a tree. It provides the tree with water that helps carry nutrients throughout its 
infrastructure. Without a good ability to grow a fibrous root system the crop yields will 
be low and tree quality/lifespan will be short. The effective root zone is typically 30cm 
from the surface. The effective root zone is the area under the surface where the fibrous 
roots grow. The fibrous roots are responsible for nearly 80% of water absorption. 
See Appendix B for rootstock tables. (Price, 2010) 
 
 
IRRIGATION  
 
Most orchards that are currently in production employ one of 3 standard irrigation 
techniques. The first style is very common for older orchards. The trees are planted on a 
slightly raised bed which creates a space between the rows called a furrow. Trees are 
watered by opening a head gate which then floods the furrow with water. This system 
requires a large amount of water because it is watering more than the target area 
(effective root zone) as seen in the Figure 1 below. (Mukhopadhyay, 2004) 
  
With each different irrigation system comes different efficiencies. The goal of this project 
is to gain the highest efficiency possible in order to maximize profits and reduce costs. 
By targeting a specified rootzone and knowing the amount of water required by the tree 
at various stages in tree growth, the total water applied can be calculated. Therefore 
allowing for the estimation of total pumping requirements. 
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Figure 1. Flood Irrigation.    
 
The second style of orchard irrigation is a drip system. This system tries to target the 
effective root zone by distributing water to the same concentrated area known as the root 
zone. By applying a steady amount of water this system is able to saturate the area 
incorporating the fibrous root zone. A down side to this system is the filtration 
requirements to help protect the pumping system and lines. This setup is shown below in 
Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Drip System. 
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The last style is a micro irrigation system. This system uses small sized sprinklers that 
also aim at targeting only the effective zone. This system also requires a filtration unit to 
help protect the system but can tolerate more/larger contaminants compared to the drip 
system. This style also operates at a lower psi than the drip system therefore the pumping 
cost will be much lower.  
 
Figure 3. Micro irrigation sprinklers. 
 
 
 
 
LAND PREPARATION 
 
The orchard is to be established on ground that recently came out of a fallowing program. 
This means that the land does not currently have anything planted on it. The first step in 
preparation of the soil is to do a deep turning approximately 4-5feet deep. By doing this 
the land should not have any stratified layers that would hinder the water penetration and 
the root growth. Following the ripper is an off-set disc that does a once over run to break 
up dirt clods. A corrugator system then travels over the land to help dislodge needed 
minerals off of larger pieces. The above process is a common cultural practice employed 
for this type of soil found in the Imperial Valley. However, a soil analysis is typically 
recommended to determine necessary additives prior to orchard layout. (Timmer and 
Duncan, 1999) Once any additives are applied to needed areas a tri-plane will come 
through and level the entire field. All land preparations are done in house, while the soil 
analysis is contracted out to a company named Helena which specializes in soil profiling 
and amendments.  
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TREES 
 
The two major variety of lemons found in the Imperial Valley are Lisbon and Eureka. 
Eureka trees produce a large crop of fruit annually. They are easy to handle and harvest 
because there are fewer thorns than other lemon trees. Lisbon trees are very similar to 
Eureka’s in that they supply a large crop annually. The down side to this variety is that 
they are much thornier and have dense foliage. One thing that Lisbon has over Eureka is 
that it is much more resistant to cold. However, in the Imperial Valley they are very few 
times when the trees are threatened with a “freeze”. In fact, the location of the 140 acres 
to be planted is typically 2 degrees warmer during the winter months and 2 degrees 
cooler during the summer months.  
 
TREE WATER REQUIRMENTS 
 
The water requirements per tree influence the demand on the irrigation system especially 
as the trees mature. As the tree matures, the amount of water depleted from the soil 
increases. Therefore, knowing the amount of water that each tree requires during different 
months at various growth stages helps to determine the amount of water to irrigate. For 
orchards that utilize a drip/micro system, the numbers found in Table 1, determine the 
amount to pump/apply to the trees.  
 
Table 1. Lemon Water Requirements. 
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SITE LAYOUT 
 
In California, land is a coveted commodity that should be used to its maximum possible 
potential, especially when an orchard is to occupy it for several decades. The orchard 
design should try to optimize fruit yield and quality by maximizing light intercepted by 
the tree and trying to minimize the amount of light striking the ground in between the 
trees. However, the orchard layout also needs to account for orchard operations such as: 
pruning, harvest, and pest management. Row Orientation should be determined relative to 
slope, erosion control, drainage and convenience for equipment.  
 
Of course the biggest influence on site layout it the type of trees being planted; the two 
types of lemon trees best suited for Imperial Valley being Lisbon and Eureka. These 
aspects influence tree spacing which ultimately control the amount of trees that can be 
planted per acre. When dealing with row and tree spacing for an orchard it important to 
decide on row orientation. There are two styles: one is equal length rows with the same 
amount of trees in every row throughout the orchard (shown in Figure 4 below, right), the 
second is a diamond formation where every other row is offset half of the spacing 
distance from the edge of the field (shown below in Figure 5, left).  
 
In order to determine the number of trees per acre, using Table 2 below, find the distance 
between the trees in the row (left hand column) and match it up to the desired distance 
between each row in one of the three columns to the right. In that selected cell where the 
distance between the trees in the rows and the desired distance between trees which then 
displays the number of trees per acre.  
 
 
Figure 4. Site Layout Configurations. 
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Table 2. Number of Trees per Acre at Various Planting Distances. 
 
 
*Example: 43,500 sq ft per acre divided 200 sq ft (for a 10’ by 20’ spacing) = 217 trees 
per acre. 
 
 
PESTS 
The state of California is known for its agriculture; the temperate climate makes it the 
perfect growing environment. With the crops come a group of both exotic and invasive 
pests who threaten the health of the plants and cost the growers big dollars.  
The Mediterranean fruit fly. Known as “medfly”, is an exotic pest considered to be a 
major threat to the state of California’s agriculture. The medflies lay eggs under the skin 
of fruits and vegetables; the eggs hatch and the medfly larvae remains inside the fruit or 
vegetable. This of course makes the fruit inedible and it’s now easy to transport infected 
fruit all around the world. The Mediterranean Fruit Fly has been found infesting over 300 
varieties of fruits and vegetables. (Howitt, 1998) 
California scale. California red scale and yellow scale are armored scales that are 
distributed throughout the citrus-growing regions of the state except in parts of the 
Coachella Valley where they are under an eradication program. When mature, they 
produce 100 to 150 crawlers. Crawlers hatch and emerge from under the female cover at 
a rate of two to three per day. Crawlers move around to find a suitable place to settle and 
can be spread about by wind, birds, or picking crews. (Howitt, 1998) 
Citrus cutworm. Citrus cutworm has only one generation per year. The grayish citrus 
cutworm moths emerge from early January to the end of April, with peak emergence 
during March. After mating, female moths lay their round, milky white eggs mainly on 
the upper side of new leaves in clusters of 40 to 225.. Larvae mature in 3 to 6 weeks: the 
greatest number of larvae is usually found from mid-March to the first of May. Mature 
larvae drop to the ground and pupate in soil. Pupae remain dormant until the following 
spring. (Sawyer, 1996) 
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Citrus Thrips. Adult citrus thrips are small, orange-yellow insects with fringed wings. 
During spring and summer, female’s lay about 25 eggs in new leaf tissue, young fruit, or 
green twigs; in fall, overwintering eggs are laid mostly in the last growth flush of the 
season. Overwintered eggs hatch in March about the time of the new spring growth. They 
feed actively on tender leaves and fruit, especially under the sepals of young fruit. Citrus 
thrips do not develop below 58°F (14°C). They can produce up to eight generations 
during the year if the weather is favorable. When monitoring citrus thrips, you must be 
able to distinguish them from flower thrips, which feed on flower parts but do not 
damage citrus. Shortly after petal fall, immature flower thrips can be seen moving around 
young fruit, but they soon pupate and adults disperse to other plants, consequently they 
are only concentrated in citrus orchards for a short period in spring. (Timmer and 
Duncan, 1999) 
 
Citrus Whitefly. The adult is a tiny, mealy-white insect with four mealy-white wings 
that expand less than 1/8 of an inch. The adults of both sexes have two pairs of wings 
covered with a white, powdery wax which gives the insects their common name. The 
nymph is a flat, elliptical, scale-like object, closely fastened to the underside of a leaf. It 
becomes fixed after the first molt. Nymphs are translucent, oval in outline, and very thin. 
Because the green color of the leaf shows through the body, nymphs are difficult to see. 
Pupae are similar but are thickened and are somewhat opaque, and eye spots of the 
developing adult may show through the pupal skin. (Timmer and Duncan, 1999) 
 
 
 
FREEZE PROTECTION 
 
Lemons are a fruit that are very susceptible to damage due to freezing temperatures. Most 
orchards order water when a freeze warning is issued. This is because the water being 
distributed under the tree is radiating heat when it comes in contact with the freezing air. 
So as the water is being frozen it releases heat which travels up toward the trees (fruit). 
Water should be started before the temperature drops to freezing and should run till the 
threat of freeze has passed. A common amount of water used to protect the fruit from 
freezing is 2.2 acre inches a year. The crop is only threatened from November to January. 
Therefore, the 2.2 acre/inches is spread across 3 months giving us a total of .73 
acre/inches a month. (Ladaniya, 2008) 
 
Another form of frost protection is a wind machine. A wind machine is designed to pull 
the warmer air from above the orchard down toward the lower colder air. For this orchard 
design, a wind machine will not be installed until the trees are mature enough to justify 
the costs of the machine. This means that wind machines will be installed when the trees 
are approximately 6-8yrs old. (Ladaniya, 2008) 
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METHODS AND RESULTS 
 
CITRUS TYPE, VARIETY, AND ROOTSTOCK 
The orchard being designed will be based on Eureka lemons affixed on top of a 
macrophylla rootstock. This citrus type was chosen based on the soil profile and 
topography. The weather in Imperial Valley is very well suited for lemon trees because of 
the moderate climate rarely having temperatures below 32 degrees Fahrenheit—known as 
Freeze. The Eureka variety was chosen for its excellence in producing a large fruit crop 
annually, and also because of the well established market surrounding this variety. The 
other reason for choosing this variety is because the foliage contains fewer thorns than 
Lisbon lemons therefore allowing for safer and easier harvesting of the crop. The trees 
will be established on a macrophylla rootstock based on the performance ratings for: 
tolerance to disease, tolerance to salinity, ability to support quality fruit, tree growth, root 
distribution, and soil texture.   
IRRIGATION 
The Micro-irrigation system consists of a system “head” and a distribution network. A 
pump, filter, flow meter (advised, McBroom), pressure gauge, fertilizer injector, pressure 
regulator, and controller (advised,McBroom) generally make up a system head (Figure 
1). Having a meter and acid injector are not required but  are optional equipment that are 
highly desirable because they help monitor system performance and add flexibility to the 
system (injector) by allowing a larger variety of fertilizer and nutrients to be applied 
directly to the tree. The distribution network consists of pipes usually made of 
polyethylene, pipe fittings, sprinklers and valves. Valves can be actuated electrically by a 
controller connected to a solenoid valve in the case of an automated system or activated 
manually. (Reich and Broner, 2010) 
Since sediment can be found in irrigation, water filtration is essential for protecting the 
sprinkler nozzles (jets). Two basic types of filters are graduated sand filters and screen 
filters. The required screen size or sand filter size is determined by the sprinkler type, 
orifice size, and amount of contaminants in the water source. Sprinkler manufacturers 
specify minimum mesh size of filtration needed for each of their particular sprinklers. 
The type of sprinkler used affects the level of required filtration. The bigger the orifice of 
the sprinkler, the less filtration is needed. Filters require periodic back flushing to remove 
contaminants from the filter system, back flushing intervals depend on the amount of 
contaminates in the water source. Back flushing can be done manually, however most 
new filter systems incorporate an automatic back flush feature that can reduce labor 
substantially, especially early in the growing season when surface water typically has 
heavy sediment loads from winter runoff. (Reich and Broner, 2010) 
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Figure 5. Typical irrigation system: micro-irrigation.  
 
Micro-sprinkler irrigation systems operate at relatively low pressure compared to large 
sprinkler irrigation systems (e.i. handset sprinklers). A pressure regulator is used to 
control the line pressure as sprinklers have a maximum operating pressure for optimal 
efficiency. Irrigation lines are buried between rows to facilitate tractor operations. The 
lateral is connected to a manifold that is supplied with water through a main and/or sub-
main connection. Manifolds, sub mains and mains are usually buried while the control 
valves above ground. (Reich and Broner, 2010) 
SITE LAYOUT 
 
The orchard will be planted with the rows running North and South utilizing the diamond 
formation found in Figure 6 below. This decision was based on: the soil analysis 
conducted on the fields, topography of the land, climatic conditions (specific to orchard 
location), tree requirements, and sun orientation.  The tree spacing is 22’ by 22’, therefore 
allowing for 90 trees per acre to be planted. Figure 7 displays the spacing concept 
between tree rows and the spacing between trees within each of the rows.  
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Figure 6. Diamond Configuration.  
 
Figure 7. Tree Spacing Diagram. 
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THEORETICAL CROP YIELDS 
 
Table 3.Annual Lemon Yields per Acre 
 
Year Field Bins 
(900lbs)
Field Boxes 
(56lbs)
Total Crtns/Bin 
(37.5 lbs)
Packed Cartons 
(37.5 lbs)
3 10 161 240 192
4 17 273 408 326
5 27 434 648 518
6 37 599 895 716
7 42 681 1018 814
8 49 779 1164 931
9 54 868 1296 1037
10 58 932 1392 1114
Annual Lemon Yeilds per Acre
 
**Assuming a Pack out percentage of 80% 
          (McBroom, 2010) 
 
PLANTING COSTS 
 
Since an orchard typically remains in production for 40 plus years, there is a lot of prep 
work that takes place. This first aspect is not a requirement but it is highly recommended 
that a soil analysis be done of the field. This is contracted out to Helena Corporation in 
Imperial Valley. The soil analysis is $ 10.00 per acre plus $ 8.00 an acre for soil 
mapping. The soil mapping tells us which parts of the field have: poor drainage, sand and 
clay contents, and mineral/nutrient content.  
 
The maps (found in Appendix D) reveal that the southernmost part of the field has poor 
drainage and required subsoil work known as tile lines that help improve the drainage. 
Since installing tile lines upsets the soil stratifications a disc is sent to mix up the top soil. 
After which a triplane is used to level out the land in order to make it suitable for tree 
marking. The disc runs at approximately 3 mph and takes about 7 hours to disc up one 
acre. Therefore, it costs $63.00 to disc up one acre of the land. Unfortunately, the 
triplaning has to be contracted out because of the “laser-leveling” system used to get the 
field to have the proper slope. This was quoted from a local company who said it takes 
10hours to complete 1 acre of land charging 15 dollars an hour. This price/time includes 
the set up fees and use of the laser system.  
 
Before the trees can be planted in the ground, the site layout needs to be staked. Each 
stake represents the theoretical location of a tree. Once the site has been staked a hole is 
dug so the tree can be easily/quickly placed and planted. The stakes cost $1.00 each, and 
there are 90 trees per acre. It takes 13 hours to stake, dig, and plant the trees. Bringing the 
cost for site layout to $207.00 per acre.  
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Of course one of the most costly things with planting trees is the cost of the trees 
themselves. Young’s Nursery, located in Thermal California (2 hrs from acreage), 
provides Eureka lemon trees on macrophylla roots stocks for $14.00 a tree. Given that the 
layout only allows for 90 trees an acre multiply that times the 14 dollars a trees equals 
$1260.00 per acre. However, with most transplant crops there is a small percentage that is 
unable to make the transition and therefore is considered a loss. Industry standard shows 
that a 2% loss for the first four years is very common; therefore adding a $25.20 cost per 
acre for the first four years.  
 
CULTIVATING COSTS 
 
Pruning methods and frequencies vary widely on mature trees. Typically, pruning takes 
place after the harvest—sometime around April. This orchard implements a style that 
Mark McBroom constructed as a standard for his orchards. This method includes: 1. 
Toping all trees, stack, then shred, 2. hedge every row, stack, then shred, 3. hand prune, 
stack, and shred. According to Mark, this method helps ensure adequate spray coverage 
and facilitates space for harvest. Handing pruning of dead wood and suckering enhances 
spray deposition which is particularly important when trying to eradicate red scale. Mark 
has several orchards that are a Eureka lemon established in a diamond formation that he 
has graciously provided a total cost for this method for the first 10 years of establishing 
the orchard. Therefore the costs found in spreadsheet (Appendix A) are quoted using 
equipment provided by Mark McBroom.  
 
District water is delivered to the land via canal at a cost of $33.00 for canal gate/check 
operation. In addition to paying for District water, an irrigator is paid to manage the 
irrigation system. Irrigation labor includes operating and monitoring the system. The 
following table represents the amount of applied water per tree use typical to a micro 
irrigation system. Naturally, the more water applied the more labor it will take to monitor 
and manage the system. This amount also accounts for the water used as frost protection, 
but does not account for any rainfall.  
 
Table 4. Water Applied per Tree. 
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
Acre/Inches
33.0
3.0
7.0
13.0
22.0
27.0
 
 
As the trees progress to maturity they require more and more nutrients. These fertilizers 
can be applied in one of two ways: a foliar wind machine, or direct injection through the 
irrigation system. This orchard implements both styles to achieve the highest usage 
efficiency. For example, Zinc and Manganese are utilized by the plant better if the 
application is applied to the foliage rather than by the irrigation system. Whereas 
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Nitrogen is better utilized by the plants by up-taking it through root-zone via water usage. 
According to industry standards provided by Mark McBroom and verified by current 
production orchards, it costs $0.51 a tree for the first year and increases by nearly $0.15 a 
year following to fertilize a tree. Therefore costing a total of $46.00 per acre, 20% of 
which is Nitrogen through the irrigation system.  
 
In addition to adding nutrients the trees also require metals such as: Iron and Zinc. In 
order for these metals to be available to the trees the Calcium and Magnesium ratios need 
to be at a manageable level.  According to Bo Shropshire, a soil agronomist who created 
the soil map (found in appendix D) the first sample on the north is low in calcium and 
needs lime amended to the soil to bring it up. The rest of the field samples are very close 
to the target and only need some gypsum. This will raise the calcium levels and the 
needed sulfur which helps with alkalinity (salts). Therefore these soil amendments 
increase the availability of needed metals. It is recommended that these amendments be 
done prior to tree planting and every 3 to 5 years after planting. These amendments are 
charged by the ton. The cost for per ton of gypsum is $95.00. The cost per ton of lime is 
$45.00. Bo recommends that 1.5 tons of gypsum and 1 ton of lime be applied per acre 
prior to planting. In later years, soil amendments are typically 1 ton of gypsum and half a 
ton of lime per acre.  
 
The pest management pesticides and rates mentioned in the cost analysis are costs 
developed by Bloom to Box Crop Care. The two main pests that require the most care for 
abatement and inquire the most costs are Scale and Ants. Ants have a devastating effect 
on young trees, to the point that some trees wither and die. Scale on the other hand 
thrives when the orchard is more mature by hiding in fruit wood during the winter and 
procreating onto the fruit during early spring. Since they survive on fruit wood they gain 
more and more habitat as the orchard matures. This is the reason that scale is not 
considered a major pest until the fifth year of the orchard. Scale is also the reason that a 
Pest Control Advisor is recommended to keep an eye on the concentration levels so that 
the infestation is at a manageable and acceptable level. Helena Chemical Company 
quoted a contract for a pest manager for this orchard to be $4800-$5000. Therefore the 
cost per acre is assumed to be $35.00 per acre. The cost for ant abatement is fairly 
inexpensive when using point concentration applications rather than doing a cover spray. 
Clinch ant bait cost $100.00 for a 25 pound jug; each application is only 5-7 tablespoons. 
The cost of pest management found in the cost analysis (appendix A) includes the cost 
for labor, roughly $7.00 per acre. Unfortunately, the pesticide used to abate Scale is much 
more costly and cannot be applied as a point application. Using information from Bloom 
to Box, scale abatement is done using Esteem pesticide. The costs found in Appendix A 
were taken directly from records for scale abatement given by Bloom to Box.  
 
HARVEST/POST HARVEST COSTS 
 
Typically the lemons are hauled from the field to a packinghouse where they are washed, 
graded, sized, and packed. Unfortunately, there is one is extra stop that has been added 
due to a quarantine placed on the Imperial Valley. This quarantine has been placed to 
help reduce the transfer/spread of an Asian Psyllid. Because of this quarantine, the fruit 
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have to be run through a quarantine wash prior to being shipped to the packing house. 
This adds approximately $0.30 per carton in extra work and shipping distance. Current 
picking and shipping rates, given by Bloom to Box, is $3.50 per carton. This price 
includes a high fuel price ($5.10 per gallon) for shipping, which allows for fuel price 
variation without having an unexpected cost. The packinghouse charges $4.96 per carton 
to clean, grade, size, sticker and pack. On top of that charge the packing house markets 
the product for $0.10 per carton. So as the orchard becomes more mature and more 
productive the cost for picking, shipping, packing, and selling increases proportionally to 
its crop yield.  
 
 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
 
The purpose of a sensitivity analysis is to label project variables and possible impacts 
they can have on a base-case scenario meaning most probable outcome scenario. The 
base-case project analysis incorporates variables such as: quantities and their inter-
relationships (water-fruit, weather-quality, etc), prices (water, electricity, fuel, 
amendments, carton market price), and timing of project. Some of these variables will be 
predictable or relatively small in value like market values and amendments. However, 
other variables will be very tough to justify because of a large uncertainty and shifting of 
the markets; factors such as fuel, electricity, and weather. These factors are nearly 
impossible to predict especially for such a long duration of time but have been accounted 
for in the cost analysis by using a slightly higher than average cost for each of the list 
factors above.  
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DISCUSSION 
 
This orchard design met project standards. There is conceptual design and layout where 
the requirements were met individually; the design incorporates what tree: type, 
variety, root stock, and nutrient needs. The orchard is to consist of Eureka lemons on a 
macrophylla rootstock. The orchard starts to produce profits after year three of 
production. These trees will occupy the 140 acres found in Southern California’s 
Imperial Valley. The orchard utilizes a diamond formation to help increase the amount 
of sunlight that is captured by the tree canopies. This formation spaces the trees at 22 
feet by 22 feet; meaning that the tree rows are 22 feet from the next row and the trees 
within the rows are 22feet from the next tree. This spacing and formation only allows 
90 trees per acre. A thorough cost analysis has been done in order to decide if this a 
viable project to pursue. The cost analysis includes: the initial materials (trees, land, 
labor), land development (water reservoir, tillage, soil amendments), and the present 
value of profits to determine the internal rate of return. Therefore, using the information 
found is the cost analysis (appendix A) for this project, in its current form, is capable of 
yielding 30% or more on the amount invested over the 10 year period. As a result this is 
a viable, efficient, and productive orchard project.   
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Table 5. Current Cost Analysis Spreadsheet. 
Year 0 1 2 3 4 5
Theoretical Yields
Field Bins (900lbs) 0 0 0 10 17 27
Field Boxes (56lbs) 0 0 0 161 273 434
Total Cartons/bin (37.5lbs) 0 0 0 240 408 648
Packed Cartons (37.5lbs) 0 0 0 192 326 518
Price, $/carton 20.00$              20.00$           20.00$           20.00$           20.00$               
INCOME FROM PRODUCTION $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3,840.00 $6,528.00 $10,368.00
Planting Costs
Land Prep: Soil Analysis (18.00)$            
Land Prep: Subsoil (286.00)$          
Land Prep: Tile Lines (1,071.43)$   
Land Prep: Disc (63.00)$         
Land Prep: Triplane (150.00)$      
Trees: Lemons @ $14/tree (1,285.20)$   (25.20)$            (25.20)$         (25.20)$         (25.20)$         
Planting: Layout, Stake, Plant, and Cover (207.00)$      (6.30)$              (6.30)$            (6.30)$            (6.30)$            
TOTAL PLANTING COSTS (2,776.63)$   (335.50)$          (31.50)$         (31.50)$         (31.50)$         
Cultivating Costs
Prune -$               -$                  (33.00)$         (55.00)$         (77.00)$         (132.00)$           
Irrigate (Water and Labor) (63.00)$         (84.00)$            (114.00)$       (178.00)$       (291.00)$       (385.00)$           
Frost Protection (Water/Wind machine) -$               (21.00)$            (28.50)$         (44.50)$         (72.75)$         (96.25)$             
Fertilize:
                  Spray Application (N,Mn, Zn) -$               (37.00)$            (38.00)$         (39.00)$         (43.00)$         (56.00)$             
                  Injection (N, Simplot) -$               (9.00)$              (15.00)$         (26.00)$         (29.00)$         (36.00)$             
Pest Management: Pest/insecticide
                 Scale (Esteem) -$               -$                  -$               -$               -$               (194.00)$           
                 Ants (Talstar, Clinch) -$               (7.00)$              (7.00)$            (7.00)$            -$               -$                   
Weeds: Cover Spray (Roundup) -$               (18.00)$            (18.00)$         (18.00)$         (18.00)$         (18.00)$             
Soil Amendments:
                 Gypsum -$               (145.00)$          -$               -$               -$               (95.00)$             
                 Lime -$               (45.00)$            -$               -$               -$               (23.75)$             
Pest Control Advisor -$               (35.00)$            (35.00)$         (35.00)$         (35.00)$         (35.00)$             
TOTAL CULTIVATING COSTS (63.00)$         (401.00)$          (288.50)$       (402.50)$       (565.75)$       (1,071.00)$       
Harvest/Post-Harvest Costs
Pick and Ship -$               -$                  -$               (776.00)$       (1,294.00)$   (2,070.00)$       
Cleaning and Packing -$               -$                  -$               (954.00)$       (1,594.00)$   (1,889.00)$       
Sales -$               -$                  -$               (19.20)$         (32.64)$         (51.84)$             
TOTAL HARVEST/POST HARVEST COSTS(per acre) -$               -$                  -$               (1,749.20)$   (2,920.64)$   (4,010.84)$       
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS(per acre) (63.00)$         (401.00)$          (288.50)$       (2,151.70)$   (3,486.39)$   (5,081.84)$       
TOTAL COSTS (2,839.63)$   (736.50)$          (320.00)$       (2,183.20)$   (3,517.89)$   (5,081.84)$       
TOTAL INCOME FROM PRODUCTION $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3,840.00 $6,528.00 $10,368.00
PROFIT -$2,839.63 -$736.50 -$320.00 $1,656.80 $3,010.11 $5,286.16
Cost per Acre
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Table 6. Current Cost Analysis Spreadsheet. 
6 7 8 9 10
Theoretical Yields
Field Bins (900lbs) 37 43 49 54 57
Field Boxes (56lbs) 595 691 788 868 916
Total Cartons/bin (37.5lbs) 888 1032 1176 1296 1368
Packed Cartons (37.5lbs) 710 826 941 1037 1094
Price, $/carton 20.00$             20.00$             20.00$             20.00$             20.00$             
INCOME FROM PRODUCTION $14,208.00 $16,512.00 $18,816.00 $20,736.00 $21,888.00
Planting Costs
Land Prep: Soil Analysis
Land Prep: Subsoil
Land Prep: Tile Lines
Land Prep: Disc
Land Prep: Triplane
Trees: Lemons @ $14/tree
Planting: Layout, Stake, Plant, and Cover
TOTAL PLANTING COSTS
Cultivating Costs
Prune (185.00)$         (230.00)$         (250.00)$         (250.00)$         (250.00)$         
Irrigate (Water and Labor) (475.00)$         (525.00)$         (583.00)$         (583.00)$         (583.00)$         
Frost Protection (Water/Wind machine) (118.75)$         (131.25)$         (145.75)$         (145.75)$         (145.75)$         
Fertilize:
                  Spray Application (N,Mn, Zn) (72.00)$           (87.00)$           (92.00)$           (97.00)$           (104.00)$         
                  Injection (N, Simplot) (41.00)$           (47.00)$           (52.00)$           (56.00)$           (59.00)$           
Pest Management: Pest/insecticide
                 Scale (Esteem) (37.00)$           (37.00)$           (60.00)$           (194.00)$         (37.00)$           
                 Ants (Talstar, Clinch) (7.00)$             (7.00)$             (7.00)$             -$                 -$                 
Weeds: Cover Spray (Roundup) (18.00)$           (18.00)$           (18.00)$           (18.00)$           (18.00)$           
Soil Amendments:
                 Gypsum -$                 -$                 -$                 (95.00)$           -$                 
                 Lime -$                 -$                 -$                 (23.75)$           -$                 
Pest Control Advisor (35.00)$           (35.00)$           (35.00)$           (35.00)$           (35.00)$           
TOTAL CULTIVATING COSTS (988.75)$         (1,117.25)$     (1,242.75)$     (1,497.50)$     (1,231.75)$     
Harvest/Post-Harvest Costs
Pick and Ship (2,306.00)$     (2,542.00)$     (2,778.00)$     (2,778.00)$     (2,778.00)$     
Cleaning and Packing (2,184.00)$     (2,479.00)$     (2,774.00)$     (3,069.00)$     (3,364.00)$     
Sales (71.04)$           (82.56)$           (94.08)$           (103.68)$         (109.44)$         
TOTAL HARVEST/POST HARVEST COSTS(per acre) (4,561.04)$     (5,103.56)$     (5,646.08)$     (5,950.68)$     (6,251.44)$     
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS(per acre) (5,549.79)$     (6,220.81)$     (6,888.83)$     (7,448.18)$     (7,483.19)$     
TOTAL COSTS (5,549.79)$     (6,220.81)$     (6,888.83)$     (7,448.18)$     (7,483.19)$     
TOTAL INCOME FROM PRODUCTION $14,208.00 $16,512.00 $18,816.00 $20,736.00 $21,888.00
PROFIT $8,658.21 $10,291.19 $11,927.17 $13,287.82 $14,404.81
Cost per Acre
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Table 7. Current Cost Analysis Spreadsheet. 
 
Year 0 1 2 3 4
Interest Rate 15%
PV of Profit ($2,839.63) ($640.43) ($241.97) $1,089.37 $1,721.04
NPV $20,565.45
IRR 35%                                                                                           
                                                       
Year 5 6 7 8 9 10
PV of Profit $2,628.16 $3,743.18 $3,868.84 $3,899.01 $3,777.23 $3,560.65  
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Table 8. Rootstock Name and Performance Rating. 
 
CITRUS ROOTSTOCKS 
   GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
KEY TO SYMBOLS 
1 = Very Satisfactory     ? = Insufficient Data 
2 = Satisfactory          D = Deep 
3 = Acceptable            M = Medium 
4 = Unsatisfactory        S = Shallow 
5 = Very Unsatisfactory 
---------------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------ 
                     |      |      |PALES-|      |      |      |      | 
                     | RANG-|      | TINE |CUBAN |      |VOLKA-|      |  
     ROOTSTOCKS      |  PUR |MACRO-| SWEET| SHAD-|ROUGH | MERI-|      |GRAPE- 
                     | LIME |PHYLLA| LIME | DOCK | LEMON|  ANA | MILAN| FRUIT 
---------------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------ 
Tolerance to Disease |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    and Nematodes:   |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
  Phytophthora:      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    Crown Rot        |   4  |   1  |   4  |   ?  |   5  |   4  |   3  |   3 
    Small Roots      |   4  |   1  |   4  |   ?  |   4  |   5  |   3  |   3  
    Armelaria        |   4  |   4  |   ?  |   ?  |   4  |   ?  |   ?  |   4 
  Nematodes:         |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    Citrus           |   4  |   4  |   4  |   ?  |   5  |   ?  |   ?  |   4 
    Burrowing        |   4  |   4  |   4  |   4  |   4  |   4  |   1  |   4 
  Tristeza           |   1  |   5  |   5  |   4  |   1  |   1  |   2  |   3 
  Exocortis          |   5  |   1  |   4  |   ?  |   1  |   2  |   ?  |   ? 
  Psorosis           |   3  |   3  |   ?  |   ?  |   1  |   2  |   ?  |   ? 
  Cachexia           |   5  |   5  |   5  |   ?  |   1  |   ?  |   ?  |   5 
  Woody Gall         |   2  |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   3  |   5  |   ?  |   ? 
  Mal Seco           |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   3  |   ?  |   ? 
Tolerance to Salinity|      |      |      |      |      |      |      |   
    and Soil Type:   |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
  Chlorides          |   1  |   2  |   4  |   3  |   3  |   ?  |   3  |   2 
  Boron              |   2  |   1  |   4  |   4  |   3  |   ?  |   3  |   3 
  Calcium            |   3  |   2  |   3  |   3  |   1  |   ?  |   3  |   4 
  Poor Drainage      |   ?  |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   4  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
Soils:               |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
  Sand               |   2  |   1  |   2  |   3  |   1  |   ?  |   2  |   3 
  Loam               |   2  |   2  |   2  |   2  |   2  |   ?  |   2  |   2 
  Clay               |   3  |   4  |   4  |   3  |   4  |   ?  |   3  |   3 
Effect of Rootstock  |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    on Tree:         |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |  
  Fruit Quality      |   2  |   5  |   4  |   4  |   5  |   5  |   3  |   3 
  Fruit Size         |   3  |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   3 
  Vigor              |   1  |   1  |   1  |   1  |   1  |   1  |   3  |   2 
  Tree Size          |   1  |   ?  |   1  |   1  |   1  |   1  |   3  |   2 
  Root Distribution  |   D  |   ?  |   D  |   ?  |   D  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
  Cold Hardiness     |   2  |   5  |   3  |   4  |   4  |   4  |   ?  |   3 
  Longevity          |   2  |   4  |   ?  |   ?  |   4  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
  Compatibility      |   3  |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   3  |   ?  |   2  |   2 
---------------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------ 
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Table 6. Rootstock Name and Performance Rating. 
 
1 = Very Satisfactory     ? = Insufficient Data 
2 = Satisfactory          D = Deep 
3 = Acceptable            M = Medium 
4 = Unsatisfactory        S = Shallow 
5 = Very Unsatisfactory 
---------------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------ 
                     |      |      |      |      |SEVER-|      |      | 
                     |      |      |      |      | INIA |      | RUSK |SACA-  
     ROOTSTOCKS      | CLEO-|TAI-  | SWEET| SOUR |BUXI- |      |CIT-  | TON & 
                     | PATRA|WANICA|ORANGE|ORANGE| FOLIA|SAVAGE| RANGE| YUMA 
---------------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------ 
Tolerance to Disease |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    and Nematodes:   |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
  Phytophthora:      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    Crown Rot        |   2  |   2  |   5  |   1  |   1  |   2  |   ?  |   1 
    Small Roots      |   2  |   2  |   5  |   3  |   1  |   2  |   ?  |   1 
    Armelaria        |   ?  |   1  |   ?  |   1  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
  Nematodes:         |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    Citrus           |   4  |   ?  |   5  |   5  |   1  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
    Burrowing        |   4  |   4  |   4  |   4  |   ?  |   4  |   4  |   4 
    Tristeza         |   1  |   3  |   1  |   5  |   5  |   2  |   2  |   4 
    Exocortis        |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   4  |   ?  |   4  |   3  |   ? 
    Psorosis         |   2  |   ?  |   4  |   3  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
    Cachexia         |   2  |   ?  |   1  |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   2  |   ? 
    Woody Gall       |   ?  |   ?  |   2  |   3  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
    Mal Seco         |   ?  |   3  |   3  |   3  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
Tolerance to Salinity|      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    and Soil Type:   |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
  Chlorides          |   1  |   2  |   3  |   3  |   1  |   3  |   4  |   3 
  Boron              |   3  |   3  |   3  |   3  |   1  |   3  |   3  |   ? 
  Calcium            |   3  |   2  |   5  |   2  |   4  |   4  |   4  |   ? 
  Poor Drainage      |   ?  |   ?  |   4  |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
Soils:               |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
  Sand               |   4  |   3  |   3  |   3  |   4  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
  Loam               |   2  |   2  |   2  |   2  |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
  Clay               |   3  |   3  |   3  |   2  |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
Effect of Rootstock  |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    on Tree:         |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
  Fruit Quality      |   2  |   2  |   1  |   1  |   1  |   2  |   2  |   3 
  Fruit Size         |   4  |   3  |   3  |   2  |   3  |   3  |   3  |   3 
  Vigor              |   3  |   2  |   2  |   2  |   5  |   4  |   4  |   2 
  Tree Size          |   2  |   ?  |   2  |   ?  |   5  |   2  |   4  |   2 
  Root Distribution  |   M  |   ?  |   M  |   D  |   ?  |   ?  |   S  |   ? 
  Cold Hardiness     |   3  |   ?  |   2  |   3  |   1  |   ?  |   3  |   2 
  Longevity          |   ?  |   ?  |   2  |   3  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
  Compatibility      |   3  |   4  |   1  |   3  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
---------------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------ 
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Table 6. Rootstock Name and Performance Rating. 
 
1 = Very Satisfactory     ? = Insufficient Data 
2 = Satisfactory          D = Deep 
3 = Acceptable            M = Medium 
4 = Unsatisfactory        S = Shallow 
5 = Very Unsatisfactory 
 
---------------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------ 
                     |      |      |      |      |      |      |       
                     |      |      |      | TRI- |  C.  |      | MEXI-  
     ROOTSTOCKS      | SWIN-|CAR-  |      | FOLI-|AMBLI-|CITMON|  CAN  
                     |  GLE | RIZO |TROYER| ATE  | CARPA| 1449 | LIME  
---------------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------ 
Tolerance to Disease |      |      |      |      |      |      |       
    and Nematodes:   |      |      |      |      |      |      |       
  Phytophthora:      |      |      |      |      |      |      |       
    Crown Rot        |   1  |   1  |   1  |   1  |   2  |   2  |   5 
    Small Roots      |   2  |   3  |   3  |   3  |   2  |   3  |   5 
    Armelaria        |   ?  |   4  |   4  |   4  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
  Nematodes:         |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    Citrus           |   2  |   4  |   4  |   3  |   ?  |   ?  |   4 
    Burrowing        |   4  |   1  |   4  |   4  |   ?  |   ?  |   4 
    Tristeza         |   1  |   2  |   2  |   1  |   1  |   4  |   5 
    Exocortis        |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   5  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
    Psorosis         |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
    Cachexia         |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
    Woody Gall       |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
    Mal Seco         |   ?  |   3  |   3  |   3  |   3  |   ?  |   ? 
Tolerance to Salinity|      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    and Soil Type:   |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
  Chlorides          |   2  |   4  |   4  |   5  |   2  |   3  |   3 
  Boron              |   3  |   2  |   2  |   2  |   ?  |   3  |   3 
  Calcium            |   4  |   4  |   4  |   5  |   ?  |   4  |   3 
  Poor Drainage      |   ?  |   4  |   4  |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
Soils:               |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
  Sand               |   ?  |   4  |   4  |   4  |   ?  |   2  |   ? 
  Loam               |   ?  |   2  |   2  |   2  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
  Clay               |   ?  |   2  |   2  |   2  |   ?  |   2  |   ? 
Effect of Rootstock  |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    on Tree:         |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
  Fruit Quality      |   3  |   3  |   3  |   2  |   3  |   3  |   ? 
  Fruit Size         |   3  |   3  |   3  |   3  |   3  |   ?  |   ? 
  Vigor              |   2  |   2  |   2  |   4  |   2  |   2  |   ? 
  Tree Size          |   2  |   2  |   2  |   2  |   ?  |   2  |   ? 
  Root Distribution  |   ?  |   M  |   M  |   S  |   ?  |   ?  |   ? 
  Cold Hardiness     |   2  |   2  |   2  |   1  |   2  |   ?  |   5 
  Longevity          |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   ?  |   3  |   ? 
  Compatibility      |   ?  |   3  |   3  |   3  |   ?  |   2  |   2 
---------------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------ 
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Table 6. Rootstock Name and Performance Rating. 
SOME REACTIONS OF ROOTSTOCKS TO DISEASES, NEMATODES, AND COLD 
R = resistant; T = tolerance; S = susceptible; HS = highly susceptible  
---------------------+------+------+------+------+------+-------------+------ 
                     |      |      |      |      |      |  NEMATODE   | 
                     |TRIS- |XYLO- | EXO- | FOOT-|      +------+------+ 
  ROOTSTOCK VARIETY  | TEZA | PORO-|CORTIS|  ROT |BLIGHT| BUR- |CITRUS| COLD 
                     |      | SIS  |      |      |      |ROWING|      | 
---------------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------ 
Citrus;              |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
  Rough Lemon        |   T  |   T  |   T  |   S  |  HS  |   S  |   S  |   S 
  Sour Orange        |  HS  |   T  |   T  |   T  | **S  |   S  |   S  |   T 
  Cleopatra Mandarin |   T  |   T  |   T  |   S  | **S  |   S  |   S  |   T 
  Sweet Orange       |   T  |   T  |   T  |  HS  | **S  |   S  |   S  |   T 
  Trifoliata Orange  |   T  |   T  |      |      |   S  |   S  |   T  |   T 
  Rusk Citrange      |   T  |   T  |   S  |   S  |   S  |   S  |   S  |   S 
  Carrizo Citrange*  |   T  |   T  |   S  |   T  |   S  |   T  |   S  |   S 
  Estes Rough Lemon  |   T  |   T  |   T  |   S  |  HS  |   T  |   S  |   S 
  Milam              |   T  |   T  |   T  |  HS  | **S  |   T  |   S  |   S 
  Ridge Pineapple    |      |      |      |      |      |      |      | 
    Orange           |   T  |   T  |   T  |  HS  | **S  |   T  |   S  |   T 
  Rangpur Lime       |   T  |   S  |   S  |   S  |   S  |   S  |   S  |   S 
  Sweet Lime         |   T  |   S  |   S  |   S  |   ?  |   S  |   S  |   S 
  Citrua Macrophylla |  HS  |   S  |   T  |   T  |   S  |   S  |   S  |   S 
  Sooth Flat Seville |   S  |   T  |   T  |   T  |   S  |   S  |   S  |   T 
  Rangpur x Troyer   |   T  |   S  |   S  |   T  |   S  |   S  |   S  |   S 
  Swingle            |   T  |   T  |   T  |   T  |   ?  |   S  |   T  |   T 
  Volkamer Lemon     |   T  |   T  |   T  |   T  |   S  |   S  |   S  |   S 
---------------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------+------ 
* Psorosis virus is transmitted through Carrizo citrange seed. Use seed from tested psorosis-free 
sources only. 
** Less susceptible than all others. 
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Table 9. Commonly Used Insecticide. 
 
PEST CONTROL. 
 
The following table list commonly used insecticide to control the pests discussed above.  
(California Plant Health Organization, 2010) 
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Table 7. Cont. Commonly Used Insecticide. 
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Soil Analysis and Profiling 
 
 
Figure 8. Soil Profile Analysis. 
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Table 10. Soil Profile and Amendments. 
 
PLOT #: J2-1
Helena Chemical Company
101 West Carey Road - Braw ley, CA  92227
Phone: 760-344-6400  Fax:  760-344-3452  E-Mail: bshrop@shroppy.com
Client:   City : BRAWLEY, CA  Date : 13-Jan-11
Location CALIPATRIA
Crop FALLOW/NEW CITRUS
 Sample \ Field 1 \ J2
Control ID \ Lab # 102318 \ 32
Total Exchange Capacity (M.E.) 25.07 K-DISPLACEMENT TEST NEEDED
Desired Ca : Mg Ratio 69 : 11
pH of Soil Sample 8.00
Humus Content, Percent 1.5
 BASE SATURATION PERCENT  % %
 Calcium (60 to 70%) 57.40  
 Magnesium (10 to 20%) 23.50
 Potassium (2 to 5%) 2.52
 Sodium (.5 to 3%) 13.18 SODIUM >12    K-DISPLACEMENT
 Other Bases (Variable) 3.40
 EXCHANGEABLE  HYDROGEN (10 to 15%) 0.00 RECOMMENDATIONS
Amendment Lbs/Acre Previous Added Previous Added
NITROGEN
Lbs/Acre ENR Value 50 AS NEEDED  
HYDRO HUME (c) 1 GAL.
HYDRO HUME DG 50
SULFATE - S Min. Value 50 EXCESSIVE
 p.p.m. Value Found 243 Ecex-K (a)
PHOSPHATES Desired Value 150 EXCESSIVE
Olsen Value 262 NO PHOSPHATE NEEDED
 as (P2O5) Value Found IN THIS AREA
Lbs/Acre Deficit/Surplus +112    
CALCIUM Desired Value 7220
Lbs/Acre Value Found 5756 CAL CARB (LIME) (b) 4900
Deficit/Surplus -1464   
MAGNESIUM Desired Value 662 EXCESSIVE
Lbs/Acre Value Found 1414
Deficit/Surplus +752  
POTASSIUM Desired Value 978 LOW
Lbs/Acre Value Found 492 POT SULFATE 0-0-50 (d) 400
Deficit/Surplus -486
SODIUM Desired Value 346 EXTREMELY EXCESSIVE
Lbs/Acre Value Found 1520
Deficit/Surplus +1174
 Boron 1.5 - 2.0 p.p.m. 1.53 EXCELLENT
 Iron 200 p.p.m. 66 VERY DEFICIENT
FERR. SULFATE 20% (e)(g) 400
 Manganese 51 - 79 p.p.m. 72 OK
 Copper 2.0 - 3.99 p.p.m. 0.30 EXTREMELY DEFICIENT
CU SULFATE 23% 35
 Zinc 6.0 - 8.99 p.p.m. 6.60 OK
ZINC SULFATE 36% 35
Salts 1.0 - 1.79 dS/m 2.39 VERY HIGH
Chlorides 120 - 249 p.p.m. 4560 EXTREMELY EXCESSIVE
 
(a) Use of a soil conditioner such as Ecex-K at 1/2gallon/acre every 6 months should help open this soil up for release of the Sulfur and Sodium.
(b) Apply gypsum or lime at this rate only if  no lime or gypsum has been added in the last three years, if  previously limed w e need to revise rates accordingly.
(c) Apply 1 gallon per acre w ater run on 1st w ater to help release phosphate for plant use and reduce nitrogen leaching to keep nitrogen in upper root zone.
(d) Apply foliar potassium at maximum levels allow ed according to label rates after tissue sample taken to verify need.
(e) Ferrous Sulfate - should only use the w hite or blue-green in color, black or rust colored is never recommended.  CAUTION:  Apply so as to avoid
getting the dust from the material on the leaves of actively grow ing plants.
(f) Only apply at this rate if  yellow ing or stunting is evident now  or in past crops, otherw ise test subsoil for Iron levels or use on a small test plot to establish need..
(g) WARNING:  Do Not apply recommended Ferrous Sulfate until particles from lime application can no longer be found on surface.
(h) Recalculate application rate if  using Compost in substitution for Potassium Sulfate 0-0-50
Utilize Hydro Hume DG as soil amendment and improve w ater holding capacity.  Apply Soilf ix IR @ 2#/acre to improve w ater penetration and holding capacity.
A service of Bo Shropshire @ Helena Chemical - Braw ley Branch
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